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FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF ZIRCALOY CLADDINGS

J. Bertsch, W. Hoffelner

Zirconium-based alloys (Zircaloy) have been used as cladding material in Light Water Reactors for many
years. During fabrication, or in in-reactor service, crack-type defects can be formed, posing questions
regarding mechanical integrity. As claddings change their mechanical properties (mainly toughness)
during service as a result of irradiation-induced degradation, oxidation and hydride formation, it is
essential for integrity considerations to provide parameters for the assessment of the influence of flaws on
rupture behaviour. Usually, fracture-mechanics parameters are employed such as the fracture toughness,
KIC, or, for high plastic strains, the J-integral, JIC. The applicability of these parameters is, however, limited
by the dimensions of the samples (e.g. thickness). In claddings with a wall thickness of below 1 mm,
determination of toughness necessitates an extension of the J-integral concept. A method based on the
traditional J-approach, but applicable to thin-walled structures, is presented in this paper.

1 INTRODUCTION
Zircaloy components are fabricated to be “defect free”.
In practice, however, these components, in common
with all engineered components, can have defects in
the form of small cracks. Such cracks can originate
either during fabrication or during in-reactor service.
The following questions arise: “How easily will the
crack propagate?”, and “Will the crack compromise
the safe operation of the component?” Answers to
such questions falls within the realm of fracture
mechanics.
Extensive employment of fracture mechanics to the
issue of cracking in steel and other high-strength
alloys has resulted in increased safety in pressure
vessels, aircraft engines, building structures, and in
many other commercial and military applications.
However, in the past, use of fracture-mechanics
technology to reactor Zircaloy issues has been rather
limited. This is partly due to a lack of regulatory
emphasis on cladding failure as a safety issue [1], but
also to the fact that, as explained below, much of the
standard fracture-mechanics methodology does not
apply to standard PWR- and BWR-bundle component
geometries. Nonetheless, since higher burnup
increases the probability of the reactor being operated
with defects present in the materials, and as new
zirconium alloys are introduced, the use of fracture
mechanics to predict the behaviour of cracks or
defects is increasing. Indeed, papers at recent
international conferences have illustrated fracture
mechanics techniques for analyzing crack propagation
in failed Zircaloy tubing [2,_3,_4], and, for many years,
leak-before-break criteria and critical crack lengths in
CANDU-type pressure tubes have been analyzed with
considerable success using fracture-toughness
methodology [5].
The problem for LWR claddings is that the strict
methodology of Linear-Elastic Fracture Mechanics
(LEFM) usually does not apply to geometries relevant
to reactor components (particularly in regard to the
thickness). In essence, the plastic-zone sizes of
zirconium alloys are too large; in other words, the
materials are too soft. In order to satisfy the criteria of

ASTM Standard E399 for valid KIC determination, the
thickness of the tested member, B (see Fig.1), must
satisfy the criterion:
B ≥ 2.5(KIC/sy)2

in which sy is the material yield strength at the
temperature and loading rate of the test. For a roughly
expected KIC = 55 MPa!m1/2, and a yield stress of 600
MPa for irradiated Zircaloy at 300°C, the component
or specimen thickness would need to exceed about
21!mm. This is, of course, many times the thickness of
the cladding, grid, channel and other components. For
unirradiated Zircaloy, the required thickness is even
larger.
To accommodate soft material, like Zircaloy, another
approach, called the J-integral method, is frequently
used. Physically, the J-integral is defined as the
energy release rate (the dissipation of energy) that is
calculated by taking a line integral around a path
enclosing a crack tip. It is strictly valid only for the
case in which the crack grows in an elastic material.
Its use, however, has been extended [6,7] to include
elasto-plastic materials, such as Zircaloy, in which
considerable plastic deformation can occur. As
commonly used, “J” is related to the amount of work
(dissipative energy, both elastic and plastic) per unit
crack surface area required to extend the crack.
But, even the less stringent size requirements for the
applicability of the J-Integral are not met theoretically
by thin-walled claddings. In the framework of an
international collaboration within the EPRI NFIR
project [8], different laboratories are attempting to find
a J-type approach to Zircaloy claddings with the aim
of defining mechanical quantities which allow a
prediction of the fracture behaviour of Zircaloy
claddings with different toughness. In analogy to the
conventional fracture mechanics approach, such
quantities should be, as far as possible, independent
of specimen geometry, in order to allow their
application to components and realistic crack
geometries to be viable. Consequently, different
specimen geometries have been analyzed in the
different laboratories.
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2 EXPERIMENTAL
The experiments were carried out with samples
fabricated from the aluminum alloy Al-7050 and cold-
worked (CW) Zircaloy 4. Both materials were supplied
by one source (EPRI) in order to produce well-defined
comparisons.
Our approach was based on the following criteria:

• In order to have a well-defined starting point,
we chose a specimen geometry which is well
characterized under valid K and J conditions

• With respect to later testing of service-
exposed cladding material, the geometry
should also allow easy manipulator handling

• All testing parameters reported for established
K and C testing should be measurable.

Fracture mechanics samples can be of bending-type
or of tension-type. Typical bending-type samples are
the CT-specimen and the SEN-bending sample [9].
Well-known, tension-type samples are the single- or
double-edge notched tension (SENT, DENT) samples,
or the centre-notched panel (CN). Because of the
reasons mentioned previously, and because of the
fact that, in the other laboratories, bending-type
samples were employed, we have chosen a pipe-type
version of the DENT sample; this is shown in Fig. 1.
Two machined notches act as starting points for
fatigue cracks created!by!cyclic!loading.

Width    W = 12 mm
Wall Thickness    B = 0.6 mm
Crack Length    a = 4 mm at beginning of

   experiment
Fig. 1:Geometry and typical dimensions of the

Double-Edge Notched Tension Sample
(DENT).

Fig. 2: Gripping section.
The gripping sections, which are used to apply a
mechanical load to the sample, are shown in Fig. 2.
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The two segments on the top fit the inner diameter of
the sample, and can be slipped into it. The grips are
machined as counterparts to the segments. This
assembly allows the application of tangentially
oriented stresses to the cladding sample.
The testing procedure is similar to standard fracture-
mechanics procedures. The notched sample is
fatigue-loaded until a fatigue crack starts to grow from
the root of the notch. This procedure is necessary in
order to have a well-defined starting point for further
measurements. The sample is uni-directionally
stressed thereafter, and the propagation of the crack
is monitored as a function of load and displacement in
the load line.

Fig. 3: Stage of stable crack growth (Zircaloy 4, cold-
worked) at room temperature. The dark parts
of the cracks represent the starter notch and
the fatigue pre-crack, respectively. The white
contours belong to the cracks growing under
uni-directional loading.

The different areas become evident from Fig. 3. The
starter notches and the fatigue cracks both appear
dark, whereas the cracks propagating under uni-
directional load appear white. The experiments were
carried out in an electrically driven machine; crack
length was measured optically. For thin-walled
samples, such as those used here, this is a valid
approach, since the crack front propagates rather
straight, and so the crack length measured at the
surface correlates well with the crack length in the
interior of the sample. The displacement in the load
line is determined optically from the movement of the
two edges of the starter notch.

3 EVALUATION OF DATA
The sequence of Figures 4a-4d illustrates the different
stages in the development of a crack during stable
crack-growth conditions.
Typical load–displacement curves for aluminum and
Zircaloy are shown in Fig. 5. The scatter of the data
still requires further investigation. Reasons might be
the under-estimation of bending moments for the
stress calculations, and the fact that decreasing
specimen size usually increases the scatter bands

because of the relative importance of the behaviour of
single grains.

Fig. 4a:Appearance just before starting of stable
crack growth; only fatigue cracks are visible.

Fig. 4b: Appearance of cracks just after stable crack
growth started (white crack contrast).

Fig. 4c:Appearance of cracks just before final
rupture.

Fig. 4d:Appearance of the cladding just after final
rupture.

The J-integral is calculated as a super-position of
elastic and plastic components:
J = Je + Jp
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The elastic component J is computed from the elastic
stress intensity K according to

Je = K2 / E’
in which E’ is the Young’s modulus for plane stress;
E’!=!E(1-n2) for plane strain.

The stress intensity factor K is related to the stress
intensity function f(a/W) according to
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where W is the specimen width (see Fig. 1), t is the
specimen wall thickness, f(a/W) is the dimensionless
stress intensity function, and P is the applied load.
The plastic J-integral for the DENT specimen is
evaluated from
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in which Up is the area under the plastic part of the
load deflection curve, b = W-a, and _ p is a
dimensionless correction factor; Jp is calculated
incrementally taking into account the continuous crack
growth during loading.

Load - Displacement Curves
Comparison Aluminum / Zircaloy
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Fig. 5:Load-displacement curves for Zircaloy
claddings; values for aluminum samples with
the same geometry are shown for
comparison.

We have adapted this procedure to our modified
DENT sample. For different crack lengths, a, the
corresponding J-values are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7,
showing an evaluation of tests performed with
aluminum and Zircaloy, respectively. These so-called
crack-resistance curves, or J-R curves, can be fitted
by a power law. The designation Jx refers to the J-
integral determined at a crack propagation of x mm;
J0.2 is a well-accepted reference value for comparison
of different experiments. For reference, J0.15 and J1.5
are also usually indicated; valid, stable crack-growth
conditions are assumed between these two values.
The slope of the J-R-curve (often referred to as the

tearing modulus) provides another measure for the
toughness behaviour of the material. Low tearing
modulus corresponds to brittle materials, whereas a
high tearing modulus usually represents a tough
material.
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J-R-curve (Aluminum)
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Fig. 6: J-resistance curve determined with modified
DENT samples at room temperature for
aluminium.

J-R-curve (Zircaloy)
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Fig. 7: J-resistance curve determined with modified
DENT samples at room temperature for
Zircaloy.

4.4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
One of the most interesting questions for any fracture-
mechanics-based approach is the comparability of the
data gathered with different specimen geometries,
and under different loading conditions. Only if (within a
usual scatter band) comparable results are obtained
for different specimen geometries, is it considered that
the approach can be applied to actual reactor
components. Under the conditions of linear elastic
fracture mechanics, this is relatively straightforward
because the fracture toughness KIC, if determined
under valid conditions, gives such a geometry-
independent quantity. For conditions which are
theoretically outside the validity criteria, it is not a
simple matter to find such a quantity.

With respect to thin-walled claddings, the following
values for the characterization of the toughness are
used.

Jmax:
This is the J-value corresponding to the maximum
load in the load-displacement curve. In our opinion,
this value depends on the sample geometry, because
the measured load-displacement response can be
different for different geometries.
KJmax:
This is a K-value calculated according to the relation

EJK ¢⋅= , where E’=E for plane-stress conditions,
and E’ = E(1-n2) for plane strain-conditions, valid
exactly only for linear-elastic conditions. In highly
plastic situations, any formal link to an elastic
parameter can give misleading results.
J 0.2:
This value represents the J-integral at 0.2 mm crack
extension. It can be regarded as a rather sensitive
measure for the onset of crack growth, and is
therefore considered as one possible measure for the
toughness of thin-walled samples.
dJ/da:
The slope of the J-R curve also characterizes the
toughness of the material, and could be used as an
additional measure of it.

J - R curves
Comparison Aluminum / Zircaloy
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Fig. 8: J-R-curves for Zircaloy and aluminum at room
temperature.

A comparison of Zircaloy and aluminum in terms of J-
R curves is presented in Fig. 8. The behaviour of the
materials is as expected. The tougher Zircaloy has a
higher J 0.2 value, as well as a higher tearing modulus.
A summary of the average values determined is given
in Table 1.
Table 1: Summary of the results (average values) for

Zircaloy and aluminium.

Aluminum Zircaloy

J 0.2 34.6 kN/m 75.3 kN/m
Tearing
modulus at J0.2

55 MPa 225 MPa
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These values compare well with measurements on
the same materials performed with different
techniques in other laboratories [8], verifying that it is
indeed possible to perform fracture mechanics
analyses of thin-walled cladding alloys.

5 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
A fracture-mechanics approach for the determination
of toughness of thin-walled claddings which uses a
tension-loaded modified DENT sample has been
developed. Applying well-accepted, J-evaluation
methods, the determination of J0.2 as a measure for
the stage of early crack growth has been established.
Monitoring crack growth and applied load allows the
determination of J-R curves to be utilized as another
measure for the toughness of the material. The
approach is not limited to cladding materials, and can
clearly also be employed for other piping applications,
providing a quantitative relationship between a flaw of
given size (fretting defect, production defect, hydride
lens, etc.) and tolerable loads, and can therefore be
linked to safety considerations. Future work is aimed
at improving the method, and extending its application
to higher temperatures, other environments and other
loading conditions (creep, fatigue, etc.). Another
experimental challenge for the future will be to apply
the method to service exposed cladding materials
originating from nuclear power plants, and to
determine toughness values for differently hydrided
materials.
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